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With that, the crowd booed. 

 

“No way! Logically speaking, Melissa’s standard is above 98 points.” 

 

“Precisely. 95 points is obviously lower than her usual standard.” 

 “Maybe she’s affected by Janet’s score.” 

 “I think so, but don’t forget that the test results are not disclosed yet. We still don’t know who the 

winner is.” 

 

“But Janet was also great during the second quick answer round. I bet the test in the first round was not 

difficult for her.” 

 “Well, we don’t know about that. I heard that she submitted the test paper in 15 minutes.” 

 

“What? In 15 minutes? Did she do it too quickly or did she not know how to answer?” 

 

“Those are questions of the SSSSS level and there are 50 of them in total. Even God can’t finish the 

paper in 15 minutes!” 

 “Yeah; I bet she didn’t know the answers.” 

 “Gosh, Melissa said that it was pretty easy, but it seems like the final winner is still unknown at this 

point.” 

 

And so, the third round—the clinical round—ended quickly with the audience discussing among 

themselves. 

 

As the test results from the first round were not ready yet, the winner was yet to be announced. 



 

 

  

The host then said professionally, “With that, the third round of this competition—the clinical round—

has come to an end. We will announce the winner half an hour later.” 

 

With that, all the contestants went back to their respective lounges, while the audience took their 

phones out as they waited for half an hour. 

 

When Melissa got down from the stage, she saw Sheldon walking over to her. 

 

He was not surprised with Janet’s result, but Melissa’s results shocked him. 

 

Raising his eyebrows, Sheldon said with an impassive expression, “I thought you could be at least equal 

with her, Miss Rocher.” 

 

With her arms crossed in front of her chest, Melissa stayed silent for a moment before letting out a cold 

chuckle. “Such competitions can’t tell much about your true skills.” 

 

After all, this was not an actual scenario. If there were two similar patients in front of them, Melissa was 

confident that she would not be weaker than Janet. 

 

After all, she had such exposure since young, while Janet was a so-called ‘divine doctor’ who appeared 

out of nowhere. 

 

“By the way, Mr. Fuller, I also know how to treat your father.” 

 

It’s not just me but everyone in the Rocher Family knows that too. 



 

After Janet treated such a small disease, they crown her as a ‘divine doctor’? 

 

Ha! 

 

Sheldon merely shook his head without saying another word. 

 

Melissa still doesn’t know the huge gap between her and Janet. 

 

For people like her who’s unwilling to accept defeat, I’m afraid she might see Janet as a competitor in 

the future. 

 

“Take a rest. The results from the test in the first round will be announced soon,” Sheldon said as he 

raised his head to look at her. 

 

Melissa nodded and turned around to leave, feeling a trace of dissatisfaction and arrogance deep down. 

 

Meanwhile, at the Committee of International Medicine Competition, the person who marked the paper 

already entered all the points of the tests into the system. 

 

He did not know the names of the contestants, because they had been sealed tightly so that no one 

would change the scores. 

 

In no time, the results were soon calculated. 

 

There were a total of 11 contestants who participated in the first round and Sharon managed to score 

89 points. However, her marks were not recorded into the system, and so she was not included in the 

ranks. 



 

The computer soon revealed the marks one by one, from lowest to highest. 

 

The lowest mark was 75, followed by a few contestants who got over 80 marks. Up until the eighth 

contestant, the results were still around 80 marks. So far, there wasn’t anyone who broke the 90-mark 

threshold yet. 


